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Vile bile as journalists vent spleen on marriage defenders

‘you tEdIous
ImbECIlEs’

- Melbourne Sunday Age health
writer Jill Stark’s tweeted description of opponents of same-sex marriage (see below left).

mEdIA ElEmENts KIss obJECtIVIty GoodbyE As tHEy tAKE sIdEs IN tHE dEbAtE

T

his was a strong news story about a matter of
public importance and the reporter demonstrated
initiative, research, good writing, thought and a fresh
approach. The story was cleverly developed and taken
well beyond a bare report of what was said at a public
forum. While the references to “vile bile” were made by
a speaker at the conference the story contained broader
contextual material and was greatly assisted by a lively
presentation and layout. Most importantly the story, raising
questions about media bias, was balanced and fair.

Highly Commended
The Catholic Leader,
A Life on Hold,
by Peter Bugden

T

he reporter demonstrated the ability to take a
news story and develop it further by providing
more detail and insight than previously reported. The
story was well written with a sympathy which came
through without overwhelming the facts. Indeed, it was
the sympathy and pursuit of justice which gave the
story its strength and lent itself to the accompanying
strong editorial commentary. While sensitive the story
was still balanced and demonstrated the required
journalistic steps and judgment had been exercised.
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Crikey.com editor Bernard Keane labels Australian Christian Lobby
Managing Director Lyle Shelton “a nauseating piece of filth.”

By Robert Hiini
If a senIor member of the media can call you a
“nauseating piece of filth”, what will it be like for
traditional marriage advocates if the legal definition of marriage actually changes?
so asked the managing director of the australian
Christian Lobby, Lyle shelton, at the Qnda panel
discussion at notre Dame University’s Broadway
campus on 19 august, referring to the invective being unleashed by journalists and other public figures on pro-marriage advocates.
He was referring to a tweet about himself by
Crikey.com politics editor Bernard Keane in May
during the debate on same-sex marriage.
regarding the Keane tweet, Mr shelton told the

several hundred-strong notre Dame audience that
the relative cultural power of both sides was grossly unbalanced.
“If I tweeted something like that about rodney
Croome, who is the leader of [australian Marriage equality, the pro same-sex marriage lobby], I
would be hounded out of my job,” Mr shelton said.
“I’d be gone tomorrow. and yet Bernard
Keane can tweet that I am “a nauseating
piece of filth”, and [in spite of that kind of behaviour] he’s rewarded with commentary
CoNtINuEd P10-11
CAtHolIC WEEKly CoNtRIbutoR moNICA doumIt AN ANtI-GAy bIGot? P13
EdItoRIAl P14
ClEVER PRoPAGANdA ANd A lACK oF WIll: FR mAX PolAK P14-15

Age Education reporter Henrietta Cook says there’s no need to give
equal time to both sides of the same-sex marriage debate.

Sunday Age health writer Jill Stark on same-sex marriage opponents.

Longtime ABC Radio journalist Monica Attard describes opponents of
same-sex marriage on ABC TV’s Q&A as “patronising.

CATEGORY 2

Best Feature Story
WINNER
NZ Catholics,
NZ altar bread market heating up,
by Rowena Orejana

T

his story used a quirky angle - the market forces in the
altar bread industry - to tell the tale of the Carmelite
nuns’ important work in helping disabled people. Casting
the nuns’ story as a business story was a clever approach,
and the story was full of surprising, interesting information
about the nuns’ work and showed that even cloistered
nuns are not immune from the harsh realities of commerce.

Highly Commended
Australian Catholics,
Mercy in the heart of Justice,
by Jemimah McMurray

A

well-written piece profiling a chaplain at a
women’s prison. The story takes the reader
inside the prison, and, through its writing and choice
of imagery and quotes, evokes not only a sense
of the hostile physical environment, but also the
challenging work being done by the chaplain, to look
past the prisoners’ actions and into their hearts.
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CATEGORY 3

Best Editorial
WINNER
The Catholic Weekly – Editorial,
How media try to make Pope
in their own image.

| OpiniOn

SOME citizens have expressed the view
that Australia should not accept only
Christian refugees even though the latter
have been the most persecuted group in
the Middle East years before Islamic State
emerged.
Foreign Minister Julie Bishop hit the
nail on the head when she said: “I think
that Christian minorities are being persecuted in Syria, and even if the conflict
were over they would still be persecuted.”
Keep in mind, though, that the
persecution of Christians is not an
exclusively Middle Eastern phenomenon:
they continue to be targeted by Muslim
mobs, individuals and terrorists in Arab,
African and Asian nations.
Even Indonesia has, over the years,
been the scene of vicious persecutions of
its Christian minority.
Fair-minded people hope Australia
won’t follow the, surely perverse, example
of the US which has placed persecuted
Christian refugees “at the bottom of the
heap” to be granted asylum, while Muslims have received preferential treatment:
since January, it has granted asylum to
approximately six Muslims for every
Christian it has taken in.
Henk Verhoeven
Beacon Hill, NSW

Bill of rights move ‘should
ring warning bells’
THE Queensland Government proposal
for a charter of rights inquiry “should ring
warning bells”, Family Voice Queensland
director Geoffrey Bullock said last week.

Highly Commended
Australian Catholic Bishops
Conference Media Blog,
Interconnectedness a major principle
of encyclical,
by Bishop Michael Kennedy.

A

n informative and well written opinion piece that flows
well from beginning to end. Bishop Kennedy has a
nice turn of phrase, his choice of angle enlightening and
which gives his audience the opportunity to pause and
consider a disputed subject matter i.e. climate change
from a different perspective. A view not necessarily
shared by the judge but one which she enjoyed reading.
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Letters
He continued: “No one should assume
such a charter would protect important
rights. There is no evidence that the
Victorian charter has done so. The Soviet
dictatorship had a magnificent Bill of
Rights – that protected no one”.
“In a democracy, our laws protect our
rights. If that protection is inadequate,
elected MPs can change the law to fix the
problem.
“But once you list rights in a charter,
there will inevitably be conflicts about
which rights are more important, and it
is unelected judges, not elected MPs, who
get to decide.”
Mr Bullock quoted the late Queensland High Court Chief Justice Sir Harry
Gibbs: “At first sight it might appear that
a bill of rights could do nothing but good,
securing liberty and Justice. There are
disadvantages as well as advantages.
Perhaps the greatest disadvantage is
that no human mind can foresee the
effect which a court may ultimately give
to general words intended to guarantee
a right”.
Sir Harry also said: “If a society is
tolerant and rational it does not need a
bill of rights.”
Robert Bom
West Rockhampton, Qld

God alone ‘has exclusive
ownership of truth’
THE loving conception of children
mirrors, within creation, the spiritual
conception of souls that transcend
creation.
The parents birth new life in union
with their soul’s Mother and Father,
respectively our Blessed Virgin Mary, the
Immaculate Conception and Supreme

Seven Days - Editorial
Goodness, Love and Mercy, God our
Father.
In simple terms, at the time of
conception in a mysterious way, God joins
the soul with the newly formed human
being.
Marriage is intended to safeguard this
complementary duality, a gift that must
be highly respected. We share the joy of
our heavenly Mother and Father’s birth of
souls by the joy of marriage, amazing and
utterly loving.
This gift is unavailable to same-sex
couples.
The reality is that no matter how hard
they try, or how many helps they get, they
cannot fully share in the joy of conception
of children. The joy is unattainable to
same-sex couples.
Do not be deceived; man’s legislation
cannot create truth. God alone has
exclusive ownership of truth.
Peter Tritscher
Wollongong, NSW

‘Marriage equality’ is not
equality; nor is it marriage
A MAN plus a woman is not the same
thing as two men (or two women).
A homosexual relationship is in no way
equivalent to a heterosexual relationship.
“Marriage equality” is not equality. And
it is also not marriage.
Arnold Jago
Nichols Point, NSW
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Cuba’s biggest
Catholic diocese
welcomes Pope
POPE FRANCIS travelled to
the eastern part of Cuba on
Monday on 21 September, to
visit Holguin, the third-largest city in the country, but the
largest Catholic diocese.
Celebrating Mass in the city’s
Plaza de la Revolucion on the
feast of St Matthew, with an
estimated 150,000 people in
attendance, the Pope spoke
about the first encounter between Matthew and Jesus. It
was, he said, an “example of
glances capable of changing
history”. Jesus called Matthew
to follow him, and at the same
time – through his glance –
“unlocked Matthew’s heart”.
“Matthew had been a tax collector, despised by Jews. Suddenly he became a disciple.
One message of the encounter,
the Pope observed, is that “Jesus can anticipate our needs,
He can see beyond appearances, beyond sin, beyond failures
and unworthiness and beyond
our social rank. He came precisely to seek out all those who
feel unworthy”.
The pope expressed his appreciation for the work of the
Church in Cuba, making special mention of “the ‘mission
houses’ which, given the shortage of churches and priests,
provide for many people a
place for prayer, for listening to
the word of God, for catechesis
and community life”.
He entrusted Cuba to Our
Lady of Charity of El Cobre,
whose shrine in Santiago is nationally popular.
- CWN

How media try
to make pope in
their own image

W

HILE THE global media seek to make
and remake Pope Francis in their own
message and image over and over it is
perfectly clear that they don’t get him
or understand him at all. One of the
problems here is a basic one of the ignorance of journalists: used to reporting political and ideological differences
in simplistic terminology using unwieldy categorisations
such as ‘conservative’ and ‘progressive’ which do not actually correspond with realities, they find it hard to see how
Pope Francis can be both at once.
In fact, he is not. When the pope speaks, he is speaking
in Catholic language, not as a conservative or a progressive – whatever these terms actually mean. Yet, given the
hot-button issues he regularly addresses, the media find
it impossible to resist using their own preconditioned assumptions to try and define him. But it is also clear that in
trying to define him they are also trying to define – actually, to redefine – Christianity and its entire moral, spiritual
framework into a shape and form which they find acceptable in their self-appointed role as the chief exponents and
high priests of a secular and morally relative universe.
When the pope says ‘who am I to judge?’ when asked by a
reporter about homosexuals and the Church, his comment
is assumed – and then reported to be – a new position or
a fancied change in the Church’s attitude to homosexuality
and to sexuality in general. Yet it is not, and never has been.
Francis’s answer on this point is no different to any of his
predecessors or to the faith of the Church, yet his answer
is reported to be some kind of sharp distinction between
himself and the attitude of the Church up until then. And
so on: before Francis the Catholic Church was conservative
(therefore intolerant), in the Age of Francis the Church has
begun – finally – to chart what the media call a more progressive (and, therefore, acceptable) course. At last.
But it is not so. In fact, anyone who reads Francis’s scathing observations on the greed and selfishness of Western
culture will recognise that in his eyes the media are a major
manifestation of the problem afflicting our societies. Paradoxically, the media represent both a symptom of the moral malaise of Western societies and a cause. Inextricably
bound up in a culture of exposing and proclaiming the sins
of all others (except themselves), consumed by a constant
race towards the bottom of the barrel, often as purveyors
of filth, incessantly proclaiming their own importance, the
main communicators of the dictatorship of relativism and
shallowness in culture, it is clear that while some sections
of the media are professional the overwhelming majority
have effectively served to crudify our culture.
Pope Francis’s weekly catecheses on the family over the
past 12 months should give some clue to what this pope
thinks about ‘developed’ societies, which he clearly sees as
being in a seriously bad – possibly even terminal – condition. It has also become obvious how important the role
and welfare of the family are in his thinking about the
world. One of his first moves, as pope, was to call two synods on the family – major meetings of Church leaders to
respond to significant issues in the life of the Church and
the world. This week, Pope Francis has been in the US to
attend the World Meeting of Families where his messages
have been, characteristically, direct and to the point. He is
perfectly aware that in media-driven societies families exist
in an increasingly toxic culture and that often the attacks
are directed at youth, fidelity and children. With a World
Meeting of Families and one of two synods already under
his belt, it is clear he is doing his best to position the Church
– and Catholic families – to become decisively counter-cultural, life-affirming forces for good by living out more fully
their vocations and charisms. As a result, the media and
our culture are likely to increasingly lose their rosy view of
Francis as they wake up to just how revolutionary and subversive of their universe of selfishness he really is.

Marriage inquiry outcome predetermined?
RECENTLY, the Catholic Talk Column highlighted a
blink-and-you’ll-miss-it inquiry into the form and manner of a public vote on the redefinition of marriage. The
committee reported back last week with a singular recommendation: that no public vote be held at all, and instead
an urgent conscience vote be held. Deputy chair of the
committee, Senator Ian Macdonald, provided a scathing
dissent, calling the inquiry blatantly political, farcical, and
a waste of taxpayer money for a predetermined outcome –
seeming to confirm any suspicions that public consultation
on this issue is nothing more than a veneer.
The Catholic Weekly, 27 September, 2015

CATEGORY 4

Best Column or Blog
WINNER

7/2/2016

On The Road Together - Thoughts from the Synod - ACBC Media Blog

On The Road Together – Thoughts from the Synod

Australian Catholic Bishops Conference
On the Road Together Blog
by Archbishop Mark Coleridge

A

series of blog posts written by Archbishop Mark
Coleridge gave readers around the world an
insight into the October 2015 Synod on the Family
in Rome. Australian readers who might have had
little or no knowledge of the Synod process learnt
about the importance limitations of the meetings.

Over the next three weeks, the ACBC will help to keep
you updated about what’s happening at the Synod on
the family taking place in the Vatican, Rome.
Our ACBC bishop delegates at the Synod, Archbishop
Coleridge and Bishop Hurley, will be blogging about
their experiences. Keep an eye out for ‘On The Road
Together‘ blog updates.
By Archbishop Coleridge
Finally, after months of preparation, the bags are packed and I head to Rome tonight for what is probably
the most eagerly anticipated Synod since the close of Vatican II, 50 years ago. The word “synod” means “on
the road together”, which explains the title of this blog.
When the Pope decided to convene the two Synods on marriage and the family, he summoned the Church
to undertake a journey together. He made the Synod more of a process than an event. First there was the
preparation for last year’s Synod; then there was the Synod itself which drew widespread publicity.
Since then we’ve had the journey from one Synod to the next, with all the consultation and fermentation
that has brought. Now we will have the second full Synod, beyond which there lies the Jubilee Year of Mercy
which, I’m sure, Pope Francis sees as part of the ongoing journey.
I’ve heard a whisper that this time there’ll be no Apostolic Exhortation after the Synod. If that’s true, it may
be because Pope Francis doesn’t want people to think that the journey is over. We’ll �nish this Synod on 25
October, but that won’t be the end of things – especially when dealing with the immensely complex
questions about marriage and the family. Neither the Synod nor the Pope will come up with a “�nal
solution” that will answer all the questions and solve all the problems. We’ll have to journey further,
awaiting more light from the Holy Spirit.
I’ve worked hard at preparing for the Synod ever since I was elected back in early May. The work has been
challenging and fascinating.
Many of the questions before the Synod become more rather than less complex the more you look at them.
I’ve gone back to the key biblical texts – especially the NT ones – to see what help they can give. In studying
those texts, I’ve been struck again by the truth of something said by the Anglican NT scholar N. T. Wright. He
said that to understand the authority of the Bible you need to think of it as a newly found play by
Shakespeare. It’s a marvellous discovery but there’s only one problem: the �fth act is missing. We have the
�rst four acts, but we need to write the �fth.
http://mediablog.catholic.org.au/on-the-road-together/
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Archbishop Coleridge uses self-depreciating
humour to help draw audiences in. He is refreshingly
willing to share his opinion about the challenges of
developing doctrine and reforming the Church.

Highly Commended
My Family, My Faith,
Columns by Cathy Drumore

C

athy Drumore uses her personal experiences as
a mother, teacher and Christian to reflect on the
challenges of contemporary life in an entertaining
and thoughtful way. Readers will be able to easily
identify with the anecdotes. Ms Drumore uses the
stories of high school students she worked with as a
welfare teacher to discuss the importance of gaining
a real understanding of people. She writes about the
struggle many parents face to find adequate time
with their children. Ms Drumore also discusses the
importance of Christians having the courage to share
their views on contentious topics in a respectful way.
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CATEGORY 5

Best Headline
WINNER
The Majellan,
Skating on Thin Ice

T

he headline in isolation can provide the most powerful
element on a page or screen. When it works with
the dominant image, it’s irresistible - a powerful lure to
draw the eye and keep the readers’ minds engaged
before their eyes finally settle on the story lead. The
headline’s role doesn’t end there. It has to work in
partnership with the first paragraph as those words
add to the storyline but never repeat the same headline
catchcry. ‘Skating on thin ice’ fits this bill as it provides the
simple, appropriate punch for the battle against crystal
methamphetamine within the image of a syringe resting
on an old cloth at the foreground of the blurred “user”.

Highly Commended
CathNews,
‘Moka to go: Coffee maestro
departs in giant coffee pot’

W

ho said obituaries had to be boring? No-one. In fact,
they should celebrate life when appropriate. The
announcement of the end of 93-year-old Renato Bialetti’s
life is a point in case. If this doesn’t catch the eye, nothing
will: ‘Moka to go: Coffee maestro departs in giant coffee
pot’. Apart from the obvious play on words of a familiar
morning call at cafes across the world, the Moka is the
1933 invention of Renato’s father Alfonso - the distinctivelyshaped Moka coffee maker. And before you ask: yes,
his ashes were placed in a giant aluminium coffee pot at
his funeral. One question for the CathNews team - could
the first “coffee” reference have been left on the shelf?
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CATEGORY 6

Best Mission Coverage
WINNER
Madonna Magazine,
Founder of a place of healing,
by Edmund Campion

S

port continues to remind us of how it can unify a
community, a nation or the world. It is often one of the
fastest ways to break down ignorance, misconceptions
and mistrust between people who come from various
cultural or religious backgrounds. It was with great
pleasure that I read Dom Rosendo Salvado’s article
on ‘Founder of a place of healing’. It reminds us of
the creative ways that we can address Social Justice
Issues in our society. As Henri Nouwen reminds us:
“we are not called to save the world…we are called…
to be faithful to a small task, which is the most
healing response to the illness of our time”.
Congratulations on your Winning Article!

Highly Commended
Kimberley Community Profile,
Balgo Jubliee:
To Commemorate the 50th Anniversary of
St Theresa’s, Balgo

T

his story of Jubliee celebration reminds of a long history
between Australia’s first people and the Australian
Catholic Church. The images used in the story remind us
that together we are all Australians, serving the Catholic
Church. The particular attention to the explanation of
symbols and art work that are a gift from our first people
to the church was wonderful to read. As we all know, it
is the telling of our stories and explaining our symbols
that assists us to grow in further understanding each
other. As the article said ‘it was an opportunity to give
thanks and pray for God’s blessing for the past and
the future’. May your writing continue to be a blessing
for all today, and into the future. Congratulations on
being awarded the Highly Commended Award.
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CATEGORY 7

Best Social Justice Coverage
WINNER
Eureka Street,
The white male gaze that drives
child sex tourism,
by Fatima Measham

F

atima presents a sophisticated analysis of an
uncomfortable reality in a gentle way, gradually unfolding
the layers of the issue. She shows us that child sex tourism
is about more than depraved individuals who just happen
to be white foreigners, including Australians. It is connected
with poverty, the colonised mind, presumptions of cultural
superiority and male entitlement. These are matters in
which we all have some responsibility. The thread of her
personal narrative gives voice to concerned Filipinos and
helps to lead the reader into the issue and the difficulties
faced by policy responses. She does not resile from
naming the painful truth of the involvement, and even
complicity, of Filipinos in the sexual exploitation of Filipino
children. No simple solutions are offered. We are left with a
deeper understanding of the complexity of the causes and
enablers of child sex tourism, and of the soul searching
needed on the part of members of all cultures involved.

Highly Commended
Aurora,
A refugee’s story – just being
kept alive is not a life,
by John Sandy

J

ohn engages the reader with a direct and emotionally
honest account of his own experience, giving flesh
and bones to what can at times be reduced to an
abstract and contentious policy debate. His personal
story is highly relatable, furthermore it demonstrates
and affirms how important Catholic agencies can be in
assisting refugees and asylum seekers. By contrasting
his own experience with that of asylum seekers detained
in Nauru, John uncovers the split personality at play
in Australian asylum and refugee policy. Our image of
ourselves as a community often only correlates with
one half of our policy response. His mixed feeling at the
Australian community treating onshore asylum seekers
so differently to the way that he was treated, poignantly
raises the lack of coherence between Australia’s
onshore and offshore asylum seeker policies. John’s
commitment to helping other new arrivals, together
with the helpful action suggestions that accompany the
article, are a clarion call to compassionate action.
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The white male gaze that drives child
sex tourism
14 Comments
Fatima Measham | 26 July 2015
(uploads/Image/15/42677_L.jpg)Many years ago,
when one of my uncles learned that I was
engaged to an Australian, the �rst thing he
wanted to know was how old my �ancé was.
He found it reassuring that there was only three
years' di�erence in age, saying that many foreign
pedophiles were known to be Australian. I was in
my 20s then, so my uncle's concern was touching
and a bit o�ensive. But it did speak to the
enormity of a problem that not many Australians
grasp.
For her latest essay in The Monthly, Margaret
Simons visited the Philippine city of Angeles,
speaking to women in the red light district and
meeting the children abandoned by Australian
fathers who had gone there as tourists.
The women look like me, though they are much
younger. I feel uncomfortable that photos of their
children were published in this context.
Something in the small faces reminds me of my
son.
In reality, Angeles is only one of several Philippine
destinations for foreign sex tourists. Given the mix
of o�cial complicity (prostitution is illegal),
absence of regulation and the sort of poverty that
makes choice meaningless, many sex workers are
underage. I doubt that tourists would bother checking; brothel-keepers lie.
The same conditions that draw sex tourists to the Philippines draw child pornographers and pedophiles. In February, an
Australian man named Peter Scully was arrested (http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-06-01/australian-man-to-face-childsex-abuse-charges-in-philippines/6511954) for raping and tra�cking children.
He allegedly produced child pornography videos to sell online. The body of a 12-year old girl was found at his former
house, though he is yet to be charged for murder. The total number of victims varies in reports but since moving to
Mindanao in 2011, Scully is believed to have abused between 8 to 11 children, including an 18-month old.
I remember the heavy pall over the phone when my sister and I discussed the case. This man had walked freely in the
streets of our home town.
The Scully case, though extreme, is not isolated. In an international police operation
(http://theconversation.com/philippines-webcam-child-abuse-arrests-come-after-decades-of-exploitation-and-inequality22128) in 2014, three Australians were among 11 foreigners arrested in the Philippines for child sexual abuse and
pornography. On the one hand, it is no small thing when such arrests are made. They are the result of diligent,
collaborative investigations across borders. On the other hand, the scale of abuse exposes failures in harm prevention.
Under the Keating Government, extra territorial o�ences were brought within jurisdiction, speci�cally sexual intercourse
and various acts of indecency with a child outside of Australia under the age of 16, as well as bene�ting from or
encouraging such an o�ence.
In 2010, legislative amendments were made to broaden the scope of o�ences, adding grooming and procuring sexual
activity with a child, as well as preliminary acts. This means, for example, that a person in Australia who makes
arrangements with a CST operator overseas could be arrested and charged before he leaves the country. In theory, it
enables Australian authorities to take on primary enforcement, thus preventing harm.
In practice it seems that little can be done to keep pedophiles from going overseas. According to the Australian Federal
Police, around 250 Australians with child sex convictions travelled (http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-09/afp-250australians-child-sex-convictions-travelled-philippines/6379794) to the Philippines in the last four years. Between 1994
and 2011 only 30 people were charged
(http://artsonline.monash.edu.au/thebordercrossingobservatory/�les/2013/02/Spotlight-Story-November-2012_Child-SexTourism_Emily-Cohen.pdf) with CST o�ences, of which 21 were convicted.
There are obvious considerations regarding police resource levels in both countries, as well as the degree of enforcement

CATEGORY 8

Best Education Coverage
WINNER
Australian Catholics,
Opening God’s mercy to all children

T

his moving and beautifully written this article about
a reconciliation program for young students living
with a disability tells of a living, concrete example of
Catholic education in action. Supported by engaging
photographs that mirror the connection between students,
teacher and parish priest, this story showcases the
community of faith in action where every child matters.

Highly Commended
kete korera,
Making faith a part of people’s lives

T

his article highlighted changes in teaching to integrate
religious education to connect RE to the broader
curriculum and to help students see their faith plays as
a core part of learning in the Catholic education sector.
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CATEGORY 9

Best Article on Catechesis
WINNER
Australian Catholics,
The Gospel according to Star Wars,
by Michael McVeigh

A

very powerful presentation strong connections between
the Star Wars movies and the Gospels. As this article
was published in the Easter edition 2016, there was a
particular emphasis on Mercy. In four areas concerning
lessons in interpersonal relationships the author provided
thoughtful commentary as well as questions for reflection,
both important parts of making the Word of God loved,
received, understood and celebrated. It was accessible
and relevant to people of all ages, and even to those who
have not (yet) been drawn into the Skywalker family.

Highly Commended
Fiji Catholic Times,
What is that Day Called ‘Good Friday’?
Fr Frank Hoare SSC

F

r Frank, a Missionary in Fiji, responds to one of the
most profound catechetical questions of the Catholic
Faith in a way which was faithful to the teaching of
the Church while showing an understanding of the
Hindu cultural background of the questioner. The
presentation of the article with image of the bloodied
head of Jesus suffering under the weight of the Crown
of Thorns added to the depth of mystery in the topic.
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•• :::. EDITION 2: MERCY IN RELATIONSHIPS

The Gospel according to Star Wars

WORDS Michael McVeigh

The latest Star Wars movie broke box office records over the summer, bringing people the latest chapter
in the saga of the Skywalker family. Of course, the Bible is also full of family stories. What are some of
the relationship lessons that we can find in the Star Wars movies as well as in the Bible?
1 Our family's history
is part of our story

' In the latest film, we see
another gesture of mercy
between a father and son
- but this time, we see
the sad consequences of
when that offer is not taken
up. Mercy is never easy.

7

22 Easter 2016

Star Wars is a story about family.
The original Star Wars movie begins
with an orphaned Luke staring into
the wide beyond, desiring to leave
his life on Tattooine and follow in
the footsteps of his father. In the
latest film, The Force Awakens, the
main character Rey is driven by her
desire to reunite with her family and
discover her past. Over the course of
the movies, characters discover their
family history, and in the process,
come to understand their place in
the universe and their purpose for
being there.
The Bible, particularly in the
early books, is a book of genealogy.
The stories of Adam, Moses and

Abraham and their descendants
helped the Jewish people understand
where they came from and how
their story was intertwined with
God's. Jesus drew on this historical
understanding in his ministry
and teaching. Without the Jewish
people's understanding of their
special relationship with God, Jesus
would not have been able to reveal
himself to them as God's son.

Questions for reflection:

How much do you know about your
family history? How has people's
relationship with God changed over
the generations? How does that
understanding shape how you live
your life and what you see as your
God-given purpose in the world?

CATEGORY 10

Best Devotional Article
Applying Faith to Life
WINNER
Madonna Magazine,
Cups of Tea with the Queen of Heaven,
by Peta Edmonds

Highly Commended
The Nathaniel Report,
Carrying the Weight of Ourselves:
Compassion and the Divine Art
of Kindness,
by Bernard Leuthart

B

oth articles fulfilled the criteria in the most excellent
way - they were moving, and they showed Christian
faith in practice in unique and highly interesting ways.
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CATEGORY 11

Best Feature Multiple Authors
WINNER

FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD

HELPING THE POOR

G

Romanian students in need
enazzano Alumna
It all began when Genazzano's retired
Julie Chamberlain
school principal Sr Mary Margaret
is the coordinator
Kennedy was asked to begin an FCJ
of the Great Cake Bake and
society in Romania. When Sr Kennedy
with the help of her friends
arrived in Bucharest, she was taken aback
and fellow alumnae has made
by the lack of opportunity for students
it a big success.
there, especially the girls. She wrote
This is no simple school
back to her friends in Melbourne, telling
bake sale. The Friends of
them about what she witnessed, and they
Romania: Great Cake Bake
decided to do something about it.
began more than 20 years ago
and this year, together with
Christmas cakes
Moulding students
Expanding
three neighbouring schools
for scholarships
and fostering friendships
to the Philippine
(Xavier College, Trinity
To raise money for Romania, Julie and
At Genazzano, the students
Since Genazzano
Grammar School and the
her friends thought they could bake
who volunteer for the
is in the FCJ Asi
Methodist Ladies College),
and sell Christmas cakes for people
project are participating
conference, they
produced 4,000 cakes.
to gift or enjoy during the Christmas
in a program called
asked to raise m
R elying mostly on word-of
holidays. They used Julie's family
Companions, which gives
the Philippines r
mouth advertising, last year
recipe, but she says, 'The secret to the
them a chance to donate
Romania. They
they raised around $30,000 in
success to all of this is to have a decent
their
time
to
a
social
abandon
Roman
profits. The money then goes
set of ovens'. Her friends joke she's
justice issue.
decided to send
to scholarships for deserving
known to drive all over Melbourne
Genazzano principal
the Philippines t
students in Romania
just to look at ovens.
Patricia Cowling is glad to
Julie recently
and more
But Julie insists the true success
have her students involved
Manila suburb w
recently the
of the project is due to the
in a project that impacts the
have received sch
Philippines.
hours put in by the baking and
greater FCJ ministry. It also
from the funds ra
delivery volunteers and the
nurtures their friendships
Great Cake Bake
support they receive from
with the neighbouring
met with them, t
the schools, suppliers and the
schools involved in the
buzz in the room
maintenance departments,
project. She says, 'It's
so pleased for the
because it allows for more
important to us, as schools,
to the FCJ comm
funds to reach the students
because we are educating
proudly notes, 'T
who desperately need it.
young women and men
people could tak
who will then be able
in society anywh
to respond to that cry
In the Philipp
wherever they hear it in
date, they've awa
the world.'
31 scholarships an
currently support
11 students in Ro

T

Highly Commended
Catholic Communications,
Sydney Archdiocese,
Spotlight on Boston Child Sexual Abuse

T

his series of articles centres on the release of the
Hollywood film Spotlight, which chronicles the
investigation by Boston Globe reporters into the systemic
sexual abuse of children within the Church in Boston.
The release of the film could have been ignored on the
grounds of geographic irrelevance and also because it
can make uncomfortable viewing. This publication takes
to its subject with enthusiasm, however, with considered
reviews and opinions from several different sectors of
the Church. Any readers who were unsure about the
movie and its messages will have been reassured.
This coverage ensures a sensitive but important issue
has a greater awareness in the Catholic community
and means that this publication is doing its job.
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PHOTOGRAPHY Peter Casamento

The Madeleine Centre kitchen at Genazzano FCJ College, Melbourne is
all a-bustle. Students are cracking eggs, sifting flour, creaming butter
and sugar, marinating fruit and pouring batter in tins. Cakes are rising in
the oven while some cool on racks. It's the annual Friends of Romania
and the Philippines: Great Cake Bake.

Australian Catholics Magazine,
Food Glorious Food
his bright, interesting and thought-provoking feature
on food was served up at Christmas, a time when
most of us are enjoying excess rather than thinking
about inequality. The smartly and enticingly designed
series of articles, which uses photography, illustrations
and other graphic devices, cleverly takes the reader on
a journey through many different interpretations of the
theme. The underlying moral message is one of sharing
our abundance with others, but the point is deftly made,
with the series also including different ways of celebrating
at Christmas and cooking tips. The text is engaging and
attempting at something original, rather than being selfindulgent opinion pieces. Several articles end with action
items giving the reader something they can apply to
their own lives, which makes the feature useful as well.

WORDS Clare Deignan

Icing on the Christmas cake?

8

Christmas 2015

CATEGORY 12

Best Original Photograph
WINNER
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Real fight has just begun, archbishop warns

The Catholic Weekly

A

s I viewed the diverse entries for Best Original
Photograph, I continued to be drawn into this photo
by Giovanni Portelli for a number of reasons. From the
concentration and seriousness on the Deacon to the joy
emanating from the parents as well as the interaction
between mother and child – it all made this cover image
stand out from the rest. The lighting, reflections, stillness
in time as the water is poured over the baby’s head, drew
the eye into the story of this photo which truly captures the
Sacrament of Baptism in a sharp, crisp and inspiring way.

Marriage binds those whose love-making is ‘life-making both to each other as husband and wife and to the children as mother and father’
By Robert Hiini
the real fight for a coherent vision of marriage has only just begun,
the Archbishop of Sydney, Anthony
Fisher OP, told a standing room only
crowd at St Mary’s Cathedral Hall on
22 July.
Around 500 people listened intently
as the archbishop eschewed religious
arguments to examine the reasonableness of five slogans used by ‘marriage

equality’ proponents: “that it’s all about
justice, that sexual differences don’t
matter, that it’s all about love, that
it’s all about the numbers and that it
doesn’t affect me”.
The archbishop reiterated his respect
for the dignity of people with same-sex
attraction:
“We recognise that people of the
same sex can love each other, sometimes deeply; that they express this
in ways that seem similar to the ways

married men and women express their
love; and that some people want to
commit to this in a public ceremony.”
He added: “They are usually goodwilled people, who feel they are missing
out on something precious. Because we
want the best for them, we feel the tug
of the view that everything that makes
opposite-sex couples happy should be
open to them too.
“We want no more of the discriminatory or violent treatment that such

people often suffered in the past and
sometimes still suffer.”
But marriage was an institution intimately bound to the well-being of children and was a natural institution ordained to enable the union of husband
and wife to be more than the sum of its
parts, the archbishop said.
“If we are not as good at entertaining
and sustaining marriages as we were
in the past, it is surely significantly beCONTINUED P21

Flynn’s baptism heralds a new beginning for deacon, too

ALL WELCOME: Luke and Rachael Roberts look on proudly as Deacon Lewi Barakat pours the waters of Baptism over their son, Flynn James, in St Mary’s Cathedral on 12 July. The baptism was not only a first
for baby Flynn, but also for Deacon Lewi, who was ordained to the diaconate in 2014. He and fellow deacon Thomas Stevens will be ordained to the priesthood for the archdiocese of Sydney on Saturday,
15 August, the Feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and have issued an invitation to Catholics across the archdiocese to share the momentous occasion with them at the cathedral. The
Archbishop of Sydney, Archbishop Anthony Fisher OP, will preside at the ordination Mass, which begins at 11am.
PHOTO: GIOVANNI PORTELLI

Highly Commended
Marist Messenger

T

here were a number of entries that could easily
have been chosen as highly commended, however,
I have chosen this image based on the award criteria.
The use of this image on the cover reflected both
the headlines of ‘Lent’ and ‘Prayerful Churches’.
The detail, colour, lighting, alignment and especially
the attention to detail, make this photo exceptional.
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CATEGORY 13

Best Original Artwork
WINNER

..

.. :::.COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS

-

O

Australian Catholics, Artwork by Chris
Johnston, accompanying the article
About a Boy

I

llustration to support a great first person perspective
article. Really good content within the design that
beautifully supports the written story, yet has an ability
to be read in isolation as a standalone work. Execution
and choice of colour stamp this with a mood and a
relevance to its audience. The techniques employed
resonate well, employing a great mix of traditional
story book illustration with contemporary design
tools. Most importantly the artwork has an editorial
job to do and it does it very well. Excellent work.

Highly Commended
Eureka Street, illustration accompanying
the article Australian film industry boys’
club needs redressing

W

ell-conceived artwork that has the movement
and colour to jump of the page. Great humour
and narrative in the artwork helps make the page and
positions the text in the article’s opening pars..
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' ... The only problem is
that I may have a tiny
little crush. Okay, yes, fine:
a massive crush.,

About a boy
Is it worth ditching your faith if it helps you get your dream boyfriend? Should we really have to hide
parts of ourselves in order to be accepted? A teenager takes her dilemma straight to the top.
Dear God,
Life sucks.

mean overall I guess it is okay. I'n1 not failing any
of my subjects, I love my family and I have enough
friends that I'm not considered 'a loner'. The only
problem is that I may have a tiny little crush. Okay, yes,
fine: a massive crush.
I'm in a little situation and I need your great guidance.
I come from quite a religious family. I enjoy going to
Sunday Mass and I enjoy singing in the choir. Now this
may come as a surprise to you, but that isn't considered
as a very cool thing to do or enjoy. In fact, I get bagged
about it regularly by my classmates.

I

14 Spring 2015

I don't really mind, because I know I have you on my
side. I know that at the end of the day I will be on top of
your list of 'People going to Heaven'.
The boy I like, he's quite popular and I don't think I'm
really cool enough. I mean, we have completely different
friendship groups. I should probably move on, but he's just
so beautiful *insert appreciation tears here*. You did well
God, you did very well.
How would I even talk to him? The one downfall of
having really religious parents is that they don't allow
you to do anything! I can hardly breathe without then,
jumping down my throat. It's literally go to school, come
home, do homework, pray. I don't have a life.

I am a strong believer in 'you are
what you eat'. I am also a strong
believer of allowing your child some
breathing space every once in a while.
My parents are so embarrassing, it
should be considered a crime. Could
you even begin to imagine if I brought
a boy home? He would run for the hills
and I would try to join him.
Don't get me wrong, I love my
parents dearly, it's just I need to live
my own life. I mean people my age are
partying and having fun, what fun am
I having? The answer is none, zilch,
nada, nothing.
Is this fair, God? I don't think so. I
want to have fun too.
I want to be popular, I want to have
the boy of my dreams and if that means
letting go of some of my faith, is that
so bad? I have been completely and
utterly faithful to you until now.
What do I do? Do I change myself
or do I forget the boy? Is there some
way I don't have to do either? I need
some guidance urgently.
Please help me.
Sincerely yours,
Desperately in Love
P.S. If you could please get back to me
soon, that'd be great! I'm not too sure
how the internet service is up there, so
you could always text me or send me a
letter. That is, only if Face book doesn't
work for you.
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CATEGORY 14

Best Front Cover – Magazine
WINNER
Kimberley Community Profile

Published by the
DIOCESE OF BROOME
PO Box 76, Broome WA 6725
T: 08 9192 1060
F: 08 9192 2136
E-mail: kcp@broomediocese.org
www.broomediocese.org

ISSUE 02 MAY 2015

FREE
Multi-award winning magazine for the Kimberley • Building our future together

H

appiness is … a boy and his pup! The arresting
image on the cover of the Kimberley Profile exudes
appeal and good cheer. It is a real eye-catcher and a
heart-warmer and will resonate with readers, especially
those who make up such a significant part of the
Diocese of Broome. I don’t know if the image is related
to a story inside. If it does, all the better, if it doesn’t,
the editor has me hooked anyway. As Christians we are
supposed to be joyful people. This worked for me.

Highly Commended
About Catholic Schools

I

t helps to know and understand your market when selling
a product. About Catholic Schools is a clear example
that the editor is very aware of this. The front cover image
talks to both students and parents, and tells the story
of the importance of Catholic education from toddler
to teen with an imaginative image that is uncluttered
and eye-catching. Again, it entices the reader to pick it
up and look for more, and that’s what it’s all about.
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CATEGORY 15

Best Front Cover – Newspaper
WINNER

THE

Catholic Leader
Keeping Faith with You

OVER TO YOU

The Catholic Leader

November 22, 2015. Issue 5379

www.catholicleader.com.au
FACEBOOK

TWITTER

Highly Commended
Catholic Voice

T

he balance of light and hard news in one front page
shows The Catholic Voice (December 2015) is led
by good journalists who know their readers well. The
candid laughter of two leaders pictured prominently is
a warm and typically human experience that compels
readers to want to know more. This strong picture
choice is complemented well by a headline that’s just as
Australian and human as the photo’s warmth suggests.
Balancing the lightness of the page with a topic of moral
concern, the Catholic Voice shows its strong sense
of news value and understanding for its readers.
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T

he Catholic Leader has produced a powerful and
compelling page on its 22 November 2015 cover.
The story of conflict and global terror is told in three
images of suffering, with each painful photo forming
one story of human distress. As a single, opening cover
page, the editorial team has told a compelling narrative
as a platform for a religious response. In terms of
design, this outstanding cover page follows good use
of the Gutenberg principles of reading attention and
page gravity. From top to bottom, this a worthy winner
for its excellence in visual and written story-telling.

PINTEREST

Religious leaders across the world urging peace

paris

132 people killed and 352 injured
French attack: A woman with tearful eyes stands in Republique square in Paris on November
14 as people gather in memory of victims of terrorist attacks. Co-ordinated attacks the
previous night claimed the lives of 132 people. Islamic State claimed responsibility.
Photo: CNS

Beirut

syria
178 killed on November 15
More than 250,000 in four years

37 people killed and 181 injured

Killing fields: A Jordanian soldier carries a Syrian refugee child upon arrival at al-Rugban,
Jordan after airstrikes. The French air force carried out bombing missions on ISIS targets in
Raqqa, Syria, last week. France is retaliating against Islamist extremist terror attacks that killed
at least 132 people in Paris.

Carnage: Haidar Mustafa, a three-year-old who was wounded in twin suicide bombings, sleeps
on a bed at the Rasoul Aazam Hospital in southern Beirut, Lebanon. Haidar’s parents Hussein
and Leila were killed in the blast as they were parking their car when one of two suicide attackers blew himself up near their vehicle in a southern Beirut suburb.

Photo: CNS /Jamal Nasrallah, EPA

Photo: AAP

More coverage pages 2, 5, 9, 11, 14-15

CATEGORY 16

Best Layout and Design
– Online Publication
WINNER
The Catholic Leader

D

esign elements, such as the large and responsive “hero
images”, are thoughtfully incorporated throughout
this easy to navigate website. Contrasting colours for
the text and background make it easy to read on either
a desktop or mobile device. The amount of white space
also provides some “spatial peace” and enhances the
overall visitor experience. Site content is easy to share and
social media elements are well integrated. Branding is also
consistent throughout the Catholic Leader website and
forms a further connection between its various elements.

Highly Commended
Catholic Religious Australia

T

he design of this website has both unity and
consistency. The choice of images, colours and
style are all conceptually related and readily connect
this organisation with its target audience. It has
easy to use navigation and unobtrusive social media
sliders. The home page slider also enables visitors
to effortlessly access key areas of the website.
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CATEGORY 17

Best Layout and Design
– Magazine
WINNER
Tui Motu Interislands

O

ur Catholic magazines have a deserved reputation
for being quality products and this is no better
demonstrated than in the category of layout and design.
The winner stands out because of its verve, quality
reproduction, ease to read. You don’t have to jump through
fancy hoops to follow the well-presented material. I believe
readers are grateful for this. It didn’t win by much!

Highly Commended
The Far East

T

he field becomes even more congested in the hunt
for a runner-up. The successful entrant has been
around for a long time, but it doesn’t look like it! It,
too, is clean, welcoming, consistent in presentation.
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CATEGORY 18

Best Layout and Design
– Newspaper
WINNER
The Catholic Leader

A

paper bursting with vibrancy and energy. Consistently
strong design with excellent selection and display
of pictures. The pages are busy and balanced without
being overwhelming to the reader’s eye. Some
stand-out treatments of feature material and use of
graphics cemented this paper’s winning edge.

Highly commended
The Catholic Weekly
A high quality publication which aims high and delivers
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CATEGORY 19

Most Improved Publication
WINNER
My Family My Faith

H

as succeeded in transforming itself into a high quality
magazine with a strong emphasis on graphics,
photography and contemporary editorial that aims to strike
a chord with families that are perhaps on the periphery
of church life. In a relatively short time it has developed
something all magazines covet – an authentic personality.

Highly commended
Catholic Voice

B

y broadening the geographic spread of
its coverage, introducing new features
and improving its design, the newspaper has
succeeded in greatly strengthening its appeal.
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CATEGORY 20

Best Use of New Media
WINNER
Xt3

X

t3 continues to make waves in the digital world,
successfully engaging their ever expanding audience
with high calibre and inspirational multimedia content.
The Xt3 team also consistently displays a sound
understanding of the importance of the relational aspect
of new media. They “listen”, respectfully respond to
questions and, in doing so, draw others to Christ.

Highly Commended
C-Mail

‘M

arriage Equals’ is a positive response by the
Archdiocese of Sydney’s Catholic Communications
team to a gap in the youth market in explaining the
Church’s teaching on marriage. They have also provided
a vital forum where young Catholics can discuss their
concerns about the forthcoming plebiscite on the definition
of marriage and contribute to the national debate.
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CATEGORY 21

Best Advertising Feature/
Supplement
WINNER
Catholic Communications,
Archdiocese of Sydney,
St Mary’s Cathedral

A

t a time when ‘relevancy’ is fleeting, St Mary’s
Cathedral has recaptured the imagination and wonder
of their community – the people of Sydney. This campaign
obviously captured the reader’s attention and promoted
the service both creatively and with technical excellence.

Highly Commended
The Catholic Weekly,
Catholic Schools Week

C

atholic Weekly’s ‘Catholic Schools Week’ is a well
thought out and presented guide for families looking at
Catholic Schools in Sydney. It blends advertisements and
relevant articles which makes for an interesting read that
is no doubt popular and welcomed by parents, eager for
information about which school to send their child/children
to or to be reassured that their choice was a good one.
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Lights of Christmas 2015
St Mary’s Cathedral, Sydney
Overview
The Lights of Christmas at St Mary’s Cathedral has become an annual tradition for Sydney. While
featuring a distinctively Christian atmosphere to Christmas celebrations in the heart of the city over
the past 6 years, the Lights of Christmas attracts people of all faiths and even no particular faith.
However for many the Lights have put the true meaning of Christmas back into the city’s
celebrations with a magnificent display on the facade of the beautiful St Mary’s Cathedral.
The Archdiocese of Sydney’s Catholic Communications teamed up with AGB Events and Event
Sponsor PAYCE to bring this brilliant animated laser light and audio display to Sydney from 10-25
December 2015 inclusive. The opening night on 10 December, during which the 2015 light display
was officially launched by Archbishop Anthony Fisher OP, was webcast live via Xt3.com
https://www.xt3.com/lights2015/ and included live performances of Christmas carols.
Last year’s event attracted its biggest audience to date – just under 310,000 people – thanks to a
highly successful advertising, promotional and editorial campaign across all media platforms.
Apart from the huge numbers over the 16-day event, an additional 10,000 people tuning in to watch
the light display online on opening night which was then made available on-demand on various
websites.
Total Facebook impressions reached over 3 million people, social media increased by 291% on the
previous year and comments and likes were recorded from the United States, Sth America, Europe,
Northern Europe, the United Kingdom, and from throughout Asia.
Sponsors were recognised in print and digital collateral. The event was covered by Sydney television
and radio as well as print media.
City of Sydney Banner Poles along William St; College St; and St Mary’s Road also advertised the
event.
An invitation went out for visitors to come inside the Cathedral to "light a candle for Christmas" and
enter into a time of prayer. Groups from across the Church of Sydney were present inside the
Cathedral to welcome visitors, lead them in music and create an atmosphere of prayer.

CATEGORY 22

Best Ecumenical/Interfaith Story
WINNERS
This category is awarded equally to: Tui
Motu InterIslands – Burying the Dead as
a Work of Mercy and The Far East – With
freedom comes responsibility

T

he first prize is shared by vividly contrasted entries
– one very short, one very long. But both share a
keen sense of the questions alive in communities and an
attractive and generous understanding of how to respond.

Burying the Dead
as a Work of Mercy
Neil Darragh
notes that while
to bury the dead
is a traditional
work of mercy
it nevertheless
benefits those
burying as well as
the dead.

In Christian belief, it is not the
physical act of burying a body that
matters — whether that is in the
earth, placed in a vault, buried at sea,
or cremated. What matters is that
we “bury” with respect. Hence the
horror of bodies left to rot, bodies
lost somewhere and never recovered,
mass graves, and especially acts
of desecration. Burying the dead
displays an attitude and is most
clearly expressed in our funeral rites.

B

“

ury the dead” seems
odd among the seven
traditional “corporal works
of mercy” — feed the hungry, give
drink to the thirsty, clothe the
naked, shelter the homeless, visit the
sick, visit the imprisoned, bury the
dead — in the sense that it is not clear
who the beneficiaries are. Those to
whom mercy is shown clearly benefit
from the other works. Who benefits
from an act of burial? Does the dead
body? Burial of a body is hygienic
and so benefits those still living.
Presumably those who do the burying
are also better off for carrying out a
virtuous act of respect. But in what
way can the dead person be said to
benefit from this act of mercy?
To “bury the dead” goes to the heart
of what we are doing at Easter and
what we think happens to us at death.

In Christian belief, it is
not the physical act of
burying a body that
matters — whether that
is in the earth, placed in
a vault, buried at sea, or
cremated. What matters
is that we “bury” with
respect.
Three Spiritualities of Death
Most of the Christian or Christianbackgrounded funerals in New
Zealand are likely to express one or
more of three spiritualities of death.
We can see and hear these different
spiritualities being enacted in most of
the funerals we attend. Some funerals

4

make a definite option for one or
other, but many funerals combine
two or three together depending on
who is speaking or acting at the time
and what formal ceremonial is being
followed. Two of these spiritualities
are traditional and one more modern.

Spirituality of Remembrance
The more “modern” attitude is
non-committal, or ambiguous,
about whether there is any personal
continuity of the individual person
after death. Nevertheless, it may
express some other kind of continuity,
such as the dead remaining in the
memories of those who loved them,
or more negatively, as still influencing
the lives of those they have damaged,
or as a dispersion into the larger
forces of the cosmos.
In this case, funerals are focused
on the bereaved who are left behind,
rather than on the dead person whose
reality is uncertain. The funerals focus
on dealing with grief, bringing a sense
of “closure”, and retaining memories.
They can be desperately empty. But
they may be also a “celebration of the
person’s life” — though focused on the
past rather than the present or future.
Such funerals may also have a
public function. The memories of the
dead person may be directed towards
encouraging good attitudes and
behaviour in the attenders (especially
Tui Motu InterIslands April 2016

With freedom
comes
responsibility
FR BRIAN VALE

Pope Francis entered the discussion and stirred up
some controversy. His stand can be summarized as the
following:
•

Everyone has the right to practice their faith in
freedom.

•

It is wrong to commit violence in the name of God
and religion.

•

Freedom of expression is necessary to build the
common good of society.

•

However it is important not to use this freedom to
offend and insult.

•

When this happens, it is “normal” for those insulted to
react.

•

Some things are sacred. It is wrong to insult and
mock religion, contrary to what many in postEnlightenment societies believe".

I do not feel it is right to ask mainstream Muslims to
continually confirm their stance against violence and
terrorism whenever a violent incident occurs, as if all 1.6
billion Muslims are guilty until they do so.

Highly Commended

very culture has its own interpretation of what is
harmful or offensive, its own mix of tolerance and
intolerance, its threshold of freedom and its absence. Our
own legal tradition presently upholds the right to free
speech but also the right to protection from insult, slander
or what we have come to call “hate speech”.
Free speech is not purely a question of license but also of
being able to seek out what is the common good of society.
Many multi-ethnic, multi-religious societies are growing
in their recognition of the need to respect diversity and to
be cautious about the “us” and “them” polarised thinking
which includes or excludes depending on one’s own
cultural, racial or religious logic.

Fr Brian Vale works at the Columban Mission Institute in Sydney in the
area of Inter-religious Dialogue.

This is a new challenge for our globalised world where we
are growing in our awareness that my neighbour may have
a different view of the world but is one of “us” (a fellow
human being) and not one of “them”.
The recent murders of the staff of the satirical French
magazine "Charlie Hebdo" and other incidents created
an interesting discussion about free speech. Some
contend that the magazine, with its own brand of secular
fundamentalism, went too far in outright ridicule of all
people of faith and, most recently, Muslims.
Satire is supposed to have an enlightened perspective
pointing out society’s hypocrisy. However, if it is targeting
maligned and vulnerable minorities, it is not contributing to
social cohesion.
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This is awarded equally to: Aurora – Two
Storey Love and My Family, My Faith –
Differences no barrier to love

E

We all oppose the brutal acts of murderers, many with
criminal pasts and little religious knowledge, who
masquerade as religious believers. Angry alienated
individuals tend to ignore established religious leaders.
Fundamentalism does need to be tackled but ultimately
from within that religion or ideology rather than from the
outside, difficult and time-consuming though that may be.
A stance of openness and cooperation will surely be better
(rather) than rigidity and restriction. The starting point is
seeing my neighbour as one of “us”.

The Far East - May 2015

T

his prize is also shared, by two submissions that
broached the important topic of interfaith marriages,
in stories where the faith of both partners has remained
a living faith in the life of the marriage. The cultural
particularities of each marriage made the stories
interestingly different in their sub-themes. I noted that both
writers chose a similar ‘magazine’ writing style (though
one was rather more inclined to ‘romancing’ interpolation
than the other.) In each story there was just enough
grit (perhaps any more would have been inappropriate)
to make the story linger in this reader’s mind, along
with admiration and appreciation for each couple.
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CATEGORY 23

Best Online Publication
WINNER
Eureka Street

E

ureka Street stands out as a leader online, as a valuable
voice representing a broad range of views that support
and challenge Catholic readers and non-Catholics alike.
The site is easy to navigate and the articles are enticing
on the page, with images that can be both confronting
and quirky, not bland. Articles and authors tackle thorny
issues with aplomb and the comments section reflects
this - there is inclusion for readers, with the tone of
articles reflecting an open approach to presenting local
and international news and views and encouraging
discussion within society from readers of all backgrounds.

Highly Commended
CathNews

C

athNews covers it all, from facts to opinion,
inspirational to issues of conflict for its Catholic
audience, in a space that’s superbly designed.
Navigation is easy, with images generously sized and
headlines that are concise and encourage the reader
to click. Mass on Demand connects the audience with
the wider Catholic community, a wonderful offering
that would serve its readers well. There is also easy
access to social media links that are well placed on the
page. The aggregated content is broad. There is no
shying away from tackling all issues. Providing readers
with links to reflections could transform their day.
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CATEGORY 24

Best Print Magazine
WINNER

BROKENBAYnews

B R O K E N B AY N E W S P U B L I C AT I O N O F T H E C AT H O L I C D I O C E S E O F B R O K E N B AY A P R I L 2 0 1 6 I S S U E 1 8 1

St Benedict’s, Arcadia:

A parish with a country heart

The Broken Bay News

Broken Bay

to host Sr Helen Prejean

PROCLAIM

comes to
Broken Bay in 2016

T

he Broken Bay News is clearly a magazine for its
community. It is energetic, interesting and pleasant
to read. A reader can quickly get a feel for the diocese
by reading Broken Bay News. In this Year of Mercy,
Broken Bay News feels like it’s walking with its readers.
It aims to be one of them and connects well with them.
Importantly, there is a consistency to Broken Bay News
across its editions. The reader is taken along at a good
pace and within a framework that feels familiar from
edition to edition. This was a high-quality category and
it was tough to choose a winner and highly commended
entries. The three entries that were eventually settled
upon had a common theme – they were clearly published
with their communities at the forefront of their thinking.

WYD Palm Sunday celebration

Highly Commended
Kimberley Community Profile AND
The Majellan
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CATEGORY 25

Best Newspaper
WINNER
The Southern Cross

T

he Southern Cross is a bright, friendly and well laid out
newspaper with a modern look, great use of colour and
photographs. The small editorial team produces a good
mix of stories which reflect a vibrant Catholic community
in South Australia. The paper also tackles some of the
more difficult issues facing the Church, and provides a
good mix of opinions from both Church leaders and regular
parishioners. The Southern Cross is at times brave in its
coverage, but not judgmental, and clearly makes a strong
effort to be a voice for its readership as well as Church
authorities. It is a very-readable publication with a strong
editorial team that aims to serve its Catholic readership.

Highly Commended
NZ Catholic

T

his newspaper is very easy to read, with an
excellent mix of local and world news on issues
of interest and importance to the Catholic community
in New Zealand. This paper provides plenty of news
and interest to its readers, and makes a strong effort
to reflect the Catholic community in NZ, while also
featuring the voices, guidance and opinions of Church
leaders. It provides interesting features and columns,
it is well laid out and makes good use of colour and
photographs, all from a small editorial team.
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The Bishop Philip Kennedy
Memorial Award for
Overall Excellence
Winner
The Southern Cross

T

his is a difficult award to judge, given that it ranges
across three formats – newspaper, magazine and
online. The winner, Southern Cross, is well established
in its local Adelaide community and knows and serves
that community well. It has moved with the times and
is now a bright, eye-catching publication which covers
both the big issues - like marriage, refugees and asylum
seekers and euthanasia - and the parish pump news
which is so important to its readership. The articles and
opinion pieces both inform and challenge in the best
tradition of Catholic publishing and the journalism is
of a consistently high standard. The Southern Cross
is a local, Catholic newspaper, and it serves those
functions with excellence, making it a worthy winner
of the Bishop Philip Kennedy Memorial Award.
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